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Abstract  
    Through this Research  paper، We did  an econometric study by estimating 

an econometric model that includes four variables، three independent variables: 
the exchange rate، Legal reserve rate and  the rediscount rate ،and the depen-
dent variable : inflation rate ،which is measured by Consumption Price Index 
during the  period time (1990-2014)، where We have been doing stationarity  
tests :  By Augmented Dickey Fuller test ، And that the results showed that: a 
series of exchange rate was stationary at the level of either the rate of inflation، 
Legal reserve rate and  the rediscount rate were stationary  at  the first differ-
ence، That's what Enabled   us to use the autoregressive distributed lag  model، 
where The study adopted on the study cointegration test using the bound testing 
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approach، Between variables for the study، In order to detect the presence of 
long-term equilibrium relationship between inflation and the rest of the elements 
of the monetary activity، It has been shown by The empirical results revealed for 
applying the Error correction model of the autoregressive distributed lag  model 
(ARDL-ECM ). Finally، we did diagnostic tests which showed the absence of the 
econometric problems. 
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